
SUMMARY
India Electronics and Semiconductor Association (IESA) and The Indus Entrepreneurs (TiE) hosted the third edition of IoTNext (http://www/iotnext.org) on November 
8th & 9th 2017 at Hotel Park Plaza, Bangalore. 

From its inception in 2015, IoTNext has grown in number of participants and has turned out to be a ‘Must Attend’ event by IoT practitioners and enthusiasts making it 
the top IoT event in India. IoTNext 2015 focused on the emerging possibilities of Digital Transformation with Internet of Things (IoT) and IndiaStack was introduced for 
the first time. IoTNext 2016 focused on the realities on the ground, the ongoing pilots, going beyond just connected devices with Analytics and AI and highlighting the 
edge node security concerns in partnership with the CISO platform.

The recently concluded third anniversary of IoTNext was a grand success with over 900+ attendees, 60+ Speakers, 40+ startups and exhibitors, introduction of “Fresh 
Thinking” on IoT Security and our flagship IoTNext startup awards night. We released the 2nd edition of the IoT Startup Directory at IoTNext 2017 that showcased a 
100% growth from last year and now has close to 1000 Indian IoT start-ups listed (http://www.iotforindia.org). 

Dr. Gulshan Rai's (India's first chief security Officer) keynote on cybersecurity and individual privacy and the role of the government, industry and other stakeholders was 
a welcoming session and launch of the “Fresh Thinking” on IoT Security was thought provoking, drawing parallels to physical world security. IoTNext sessions on 
“Artificial Intelligence and ML on IoT Data, IoT Security, India's E-Mobility Vision 2030, panel on logistics and transportation and Industrial IoT all had top notch speakers 
in front of an engaging audience.

An interesting fireside chat was organised with Honourable Minister Priyank M Kharge,IT, BT and Tourism, Govt. of Karnataka that discussed the need for competing on 
emerging technologies post our success as a services industry, government of Karnataka's Elevate program to fund startups, setting up of several CoEs, Government's 
willingness to be a customer and participate in pilots and create the best ecosystem for startups.

We also wish to congratulate the IoTNext 2017 award winners 

Ÿ Wispero Networks India: Wireless IoT Security in the Safe Nation category
Ÿ Bharati Robotics Systems:  Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Internet of Things
Ÿ Orxa Energies: Driving the New Age Mobility
Ÿ Sun Mobility and Reconnect Energy: In the Industrial IoT category

For the first time, we organised the hacker-fest - a challenge for the hackers to hack into IoT products and uncover vulnerabilities. There were 4 workshops held during 
the Summit by TATA Communications, SAP, Intel and Julia Computing. The Summit also showcased a session by Electropreneur Park – Incubation Center in New Delhi.

As you come across interesting IoT startups in India, please do send us a note so that we continue to update the IoT Startup directory on www.IotforIndia.org

We thank all our Sponsors and Partners for making IoTNext 2017 a grand success.The host state – Government of Karnataka; Gold Sponsor – Rambus; Delegate Bag 
sponsor – Cadence; Associate Sponsors – Brisa, TATA Communications; Key sponsors – Arrow Electronics,  e-Infochips, Intel, Microsemi, Technosphere, Western 
Digital; Knowledge Partners – IKP, Zinnov; Partner Associations – ACS, IACC, IB Hubs, IET; Partners – Electropreneur Park; Mathworks, ESSCI; Media Partners – EFY 
Group, Electronics Maker, Indian Transport & Logistics News, Electronics Media, Computers for you, ELE Times, Yourstory.

This Newsletter summarizes the key takeaways from the IoTNext 2017 event. Please visit www.iotnext.org for access to the videos and the presentations.

Keep in touch with us as we step up and enrich India's IoT future.

Best regards
Team IoTNext
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SESSIONS SUMMARY DAY 1

Som Pal Choudhury, Partner,
Bharat Innovation Fund Co-Chair,
IoTNext

Over the last 3 years, IoTNext has worked to 
raise the IoT quotient of India. This year, 
IoT Directory will be launched, tracking IoT 
in India. The number of IoT startups has 
increased 100% in one year.The focus of 
IoTNext has been evolving over the years. 
In the first year, the India Stack was 
introduced. Next, in 2016, the concept of 
convergence of IoT with Analytics, Cloud etc.
was introduced. 2016 also saw the 
introduction of the IoT innovation awards 
and hands on technical workshops. In 2017,
there is continuing focus is on analytics and 
AI and on physical world data. We’re looking
for fresh and innovative thinking on 
IoT security. The point is to talk about not 
just possibilities but the actual stuff. 
The focus is on 2 horizontals - Analytics and 
AI and 2 verticals – E-mobility and Industrial
IoT. Close to 50 booths at the event 
including 40 startups and 10 big companies.

Ashwini K Aggarwal, Chairman, IESA

There is a lot happening in terms of EVs, 
drones,  AI  etc.  global ly.  There is 
t r e m e n d o u s  o p p o r t u n i t y  f o r  t h e 
convergence of silicon to cloud, which is 
fascinating to see. IESA is working with 
thought leaders and industry to bring the 
change to the world – spanning the journey 
f r o m  i d e a s  t o  i n n o v a t i o n  t o 
implementation. With academic partners, 
there is a huge ideation energy. We are 
supplementing it with interventions with 
incubators.  We are managing the 
Electropreneur park in Delhi University. 
The idea is to ensure Capex light execution 
delivery to market, to transform the world 
around us.

Ravi Gururaj, President, TiE Bangalore

The number of IoT startups has grown from 
420 in 2016 to 980 in 2017. But the thing is 
that IoT is hard. It needs the convergence 
of Cloud+ Mobile+ Data+ Integrations+ 
Hardware. At the same time, companies 
need to think of Great Design + Consumer 
Pricing + Industrial quality. That’s the 
challenge that drove us to create this 
forum. TiE is already mentoring companies. 
We envision this event as a thinktank to 
understand what we need to do to create 
impact  – whether  i t  is  faci l i t ies, 
accelerators etc. to make it efficient to 
build an IoT product out of India.The 
number of sponsors is a great reflection of 
the momentum. 

WELCOME REMARKS: WELCOME ADDRESS BY:
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KEYNOTE 
Making Chip to Cloud Security for IoT Real

Couldn’t agree more that IoT is hard. What makes it fascinating is that it 
needs to cater to the specific needs of different markets.  Lack of common 
sense and security concerns are holding IoT back. 
IoT attacks are on the rise and people don’t take security seriously enough. 
The fact that there are millions of IP cameras around the world with no 
security is a big problem.70% of commonly connected IoT device are 
unsecured. Cloud data too needs to be protected.IoT Security requires both a 
systemic and eco-systemic solution. It starts in the chip, but needs to extend 
to secure assets and clusters too. 
Connected endpoints are the new mobile. The IT world familiar with 
conventional security, but the diversity of endpoints makes IoT complex. It 
was fairly simple when it was just mobiles because there only a few big 
players and standards were well-defined. That is completely absent today in 
IoT. Besides, all endpoints are not equal. A connected refrigerator can expose 
the vulnerability of the system. Security of each endpoint is important. In IoT 
today, there is an imbalance between device cost and overall security. There 
needs to be a focus on frontend embedded security in addition to more 
conventional backend network. 
It will be difficult to fix all security concerns, but as the market matures, 
security will improve. The industry needs to do the following to improve 
security:
Ÿ Need to bring down cost of security
Ÿ Prioritise based on value of the data
Ÿ Security from device to the cloud 
There is a need for simple, secure IoT device management with turnkey 
security from device to cloud. Automotive Security solutions is a great 
example because it is a large, standards based industry. Data from the car can 
have many applications right from insurance to others, so the data is very 
valuable. 
Rambus’ approach is to pursue different business models by partnering with 
Qualcomm, Synopsys, STMicro etc. to ensure we reach as many endpoints as 
possible. 
The challenge is also to ensure security of the IoT platform in an Industry 
ecosystem. There is a need for industry to collaborate based on minimum 
expectations such as APIs, standards etc.
IoT security is not a remote concept, but alive and well because it affects each 
one in their home! We cannot make the security risk go away, but we can 
mitigate it with best practices. 

Dr. Martin Scott, PhD
CTO and Sr. VP,  Security Division, Rambus

Rahul Bedi 
Sr. Director, IoTG Engineering, India, Intel India

KEYNOTE
Design solutions in IoT

IoT is different from regular technology adoption because it’s about ‘things.’ It 
has the potential to transform the way we live and work. It helps us create 
industries that make more money by doing less.
IoT Evolution can be classified into three aspects:
Ÿ Connected – how to get 'disconnected' things connected to the Internet
Ÿ Smart – How do we use the data they generate to make it smart /useful
Ÿ Autonomous – How can we make our devices more independent
Different industries are at different levels of innovation. It is a big spectrum. 
With the coming flood of data, there is an exponential rise in real time data. 
Data is becoming unmanageable. 
With 50% of new IoT rollouts happening in a year, this problem will only 
magnify. There is an emerging need for computing at the edge. There needs to 
be real time data processing in response to happenings on ground.
There are several important drivers that will dictate the adoption of IoT:
Ÿ IoT deployment challenges
Ÿ Security and Privacy: We need to design security at the fundemantal 

level. How to program to be secure for large scale installations? Intel is 
working on simplifying these things, for example through a platform that 
is secure, with solutions that are ready for security. Example: Deploying 
10,000 IoT enabled bulbs in a city needs a solution for secure onboarding 
of these without compromising any data.

Ÿ Developer resources and ecosystem – There will be 4.5 million IoT 
developers by 2020. How do we onboard these and integrate to meet the 
needs? We need to accelerate outreach to IoT developers

Ÿ Difficult to get a device on board, due to certifications etc. Intel has 
launched a device called 'LIQD' that is certified, has good user experience 
and is IoT enabled.

Ÿ Navigating AI: Need to build devices that are AI ready, building the whole 
stack of hardware, libraries, frameworks

Ÿ Other challenges - Lack of Hardened offerings, time to revenue and 
complex fragmented landscape. Need for more base/market ready 
solutions that are semi-done and don't need people to rethink. These can 
be used across industries for predictive maintenance, smart street 
lightings, connected freight etc.

We need to convert these challenges to opportunities for everyone to tap. IoT 
is high priority for Intel. It is on for the long haul.
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KEYNOTE
Artificial Intelligence & Analytics:
From the Indus Valley to IoT

Tracing the history of IoT from the time of civilizations, Frank Thiel said that 
IoT evolved over time and each device gave a unique identifier to transfer 
data. 
Nikolas Tesla in an interview in 1926 with Colliers magazine said that man 
will be able to carry devices in his pocket. IoT has impacted lives from 
anything which can be sensed.
The burgeoning IoT business is set to touch USD 267 billion by 2020 and 516 
billion by 2022. Tracing back IoT from civilization, developments could be 

thtraced from the time of Morse Code from 18  century to the first computer to 
th thGoogle in 19  century. As per the Google trend index on IoT, India is ranked 6  

compared to USA which ranks 27 in IoT, on acquiring and sharing insights on 
IoT. 
Comparing Indus valley vs Harappan civilization between 3300-1300 BCE 
with peak from 2600-1900 BCE, we see how technology evolved in the two 
civilizations which made life practical, organized and peaceful society. 
The civilizations advanced technologically, and the earlier technical concepts 
led to development of infrastructure and urban planning in these civilizations. 
The 5 million population developed smart cities then.
Speaking on the shift from Indus to IoT today, smart cities of today drew 
inspiration from civilizations and developed technology to build cities of today 
with IoT sensors, cloud computing, machine learning. 
With IoT being implemented in IoT enhanced parking with wireless parking 
sensors and automated parking, the application of IoT in asset tracking like 
property and stamps and monitoring state and location. 
On application of IoT in medical science, IoT could track things from use of 
inhalers to medical devices and RF Medical Implant Communication Service 
(MICS) developed by Microsemi, which has 50% market share for in-body 
communication devices. Microsemi ASICS have enabled creation of PillCam 

stmarket and the 1  wireless hearing aids. 
Bluetooth is the next wave for medical IoT. Microsemi's Ultra Power 
hummingbird Bluetooth SOC is developed to reap the benefits of IoT.
IoT's Killer app will be combating climate change. IoT has become an integral 
part of life with application from homes in lights, bulbs, air-conditioners and 
will be further developed for cars to be aware of fuels and develop smart 
livestock managing health of livestock and substitute for meat.  

Frank Thiel
VP and GM, Microsemi

Leslie D'Monte
Tech editor, Mint

Panel Discussion
Things will matter now

We're a start-up in smart city space. We had to focus on three areas of 
business for sustenance. There are IoT providers and IoT adopters. Cities 
want to do a lot of things. On Industrial IoT space, lot of pilots etc. but a small 
fraction of what can come into the market, things are starting to matter only 
now.

Bipin P Kumar
Co-founder, Gaia Smart Cities
In the IoT space there is an IoT provider and IoT adopter. GAIA works with 2 
types of IoT adopters - the cities which is the among the largest consumer and 
the other is Industry. In both of these verticals it is only a fraction of what can 
come into the market. From industrial perspective, we are still learning 
things. Lot of the manufacturing facilities are not within city limits. To service 
the manufacturing facilities or clusters takes much cost. In case we use 
channels to service these clusters, there are challenges such as training them 
or even get such manpowers. The number of datapoints that intersect is the 
way to gauge the IoT metrics.
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Shalini Kapoor
Distinguished Engineer, CTO – IoT Ecosystem Solutions, IBM Watson

Alok Bardiya
Vice President-IoT BU,TATA Communictions

Things matter only when you deliver business value. As a venture investor, 
tremendous progress in last 3-4 years. Several smaller system pieces are 
coming together. Don't have to sell the concept, but the ROI. Certain verticals 
are taking off. High bandwidth analytics and low bandwidth and large 
volumes.
Ecosystem coming together rather than one company. There's no vanity, rather 
have to deliver value. That's good as it tells you that customer sees value in 
IoT.

Been working on IoT for 6-7 years when it was a research technology called 
M2M and non- traditional devices. Even a year back, there were mostly POCs, 
now IoT is in production. Auto, manufacturing (always done but now on 
steroids – cost benefit, new products), others globally are electronics/ 
appliances – embedded systems have graduated to IoT. Several consumers 
examples.

Subhashish Sengupta
PhD fellow and Associate Director – AI R&D, Accenture Labs

Everyone has covered different adoption mechanisms. There is no one tech 
that will matter. It is a confluence – AI, fog, security, they all need to come 
together. If IoT are the hands and limbs, you need AI to make sense. AI is 
distinct from Analytics because of predictive nature. There are concerns 
about security and privacy, but there has been rapid progress.  There is a 
confluence of multiple technologies. 
Ÿ IoT is similar to mobile, which is also just a channel. Similar thinking 

needed on IoT – data from washing machine etc. is just one aspect. What 
you make with use cases matters. Look at the full ecosystem. Example: 
space management in a bank branch – entire energy is a big factor. Look 
at how to make it more efficient or operational, rather than looking in 
terms of sensors etc. solve the problem/ business model is a big barrier.

Ÿ The market has reached the point where the concept is understood. 
Challenge is on the execution side, especially for smaller companies. If 
start-ups and big companies come up with a full solution, then it helps.

Ÿ Customer is used to an Opex model – need to get the biz model right. If 
you talk about real biz problems, example: asset management. Things 
will matter more.

Ÿ The journey is longer – will take time, but will happen Value lies in the 
data and how you use it. Sensors transmit noise + Data that you can't 
trust. AI is making progress (using it broadly) and a lot of processing 
intelligence is at the edges and the core.
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Fireside chat: Are we a managed generation?

Ÿ How tech systems to social systems – from a POV of a node to a POV of 
person.

Ÿ What context or situational awareness mean in a connected society.
Ÿ “Intelligence” in devices is more aspirational till we can answer 

questions about human behaviour.
Ÿ What is the impact on comprehension if everything is done by devices? 

Don't need to make decisions – How does it impact inspiration etc. How 
will the Harvard 2030 class look?

Ÿ Example of loss of discovery process: Earlier looking for books in the 
library. Now we've outsourced to Google. Have lost the ability to make 
connections. The discovery process is done by someone else. Individual 
identity gets submerged, then we're disabling the process of discovery.

Ÿ Point of insight also point of judgement – complex problems in airline get 
passed on to humans – in IoT you worry about machines making 
judgements

Ÿ Advancements in level of control, do we lose control? How much control 
do you allow.

Vijay Kumar Ivaturi, Co-founder & CTO, Crayon (Chair) &
Dr. Pavan Mamidi, Co-Director Centre for Experimental
Social Sciences(CESS)Nuffield, Flame University

Dileep Mangsuli
CTO, GE Healthcare 

Panel Discussion 
Analytics/AI in Healthcare

On Analytics/AI in Healthcare, IoT has simplified healthcare systems and 
made it affordable to incorporate AI based systems. For example: Screening 
for Tuberculosis with spectrum based analysis of cough. The emergence of 
start-ups will up IoT enabled technologies and 10% start-ups are contributing 
to healthcare sector. The focus is on accuracy, affordability, accessibility and 
acumen incorporating intelligence in x-ray and imaging to detect and 
diagnose T.B, Cancer and Heart ailments. 
Digital Twin as the new concept in IoT: Newer IoT techniques are helping 
healthcare sector in terms of accessing the behavioural pattern of healthcare 
equipment. The new concept also includes virtual care for patients, helping 
them get the right doctors and the right treatment at the right place. 
Combining IoT enabled devices like smart watches, which provide data on 
health is beneficial in effective management of healthcare for people and 
gives better insights for better patient care and healthcare system, which will 
make things unbelievable to believable things 5 years down the line.

Track II 
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Role of Memory from edge to cloud

Focus on efficient data storage with two aspects of Data on Edge and Flash 
Storage (how efficiently it stores data). With 30-50 billion IoT devices by 2020, 
a part of data gets stored and analysed on the storage.  That data stored on 
the edge is a small portion and there is a discrepancy on storage requirement 
on edge and infrastructure development is the key to solve the discrepancy. 
Edge computing, communication network through multiple devices will 
enable capturing and sharing of data.
A viable and cost-effective option for retaining a large amount of data is 
through Flash Coordinator technology which comes with read-write 
performance and helps in retaining data and provides endurance, reliability, 
security, featured with host lock, health monitor, price and availability.   

Leo Jose
Staff engineer, Field Applications Engineering, SanDisk India 

Sandeep Kohli
Senior Director-Engg, Flipkart

How Flipkart uses Big Data and Machine Learning
in ecommerce

Focus on how Flipkart uses Big Data and Machine Learning in ecommerce, 
Flipkart's offers like the Big Billions days collect data across location, 
devices, shipping address, searches, sizes, ratings, reviews and page scrolls. 
Data collected by data scientists is used to power search and discovery, 
providing customers with relevant advertisements, and helping in 
merchandizing and marketing and fraud detection.   
Flipkart's Big Data platform is a type data system with batch and real - time 
jobs running all the time. Data quality asserts run routinely, data lineage for 
all data is maintained and framework for computing features aggregates in 
streaming fashion and data dictionary and associated frameworks allows 
data scientists to automatically procure features.
Flipkart's Machine Learning platform: Flipkart's ML is built on top of FDP 
providing ML model and database lifecycle management, model deployment 
and auto-scaling, model health and build feature pipelines to feed the 
features to the model.
Collecting data requires 80% of time of the analytics team. The objective 
of moving forward should be to make data scientist and analytics efficient 
and improve data quality.
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Decision/Data science models in IoT-a Schema
less challenge

Databases are the mainstay and schema less help manage high volume and 
velocity data which otherwise pose a challenge. Integrating Machine 
Learning and Artificial Intelligence will help detect real-time fraud sudden 
temperature changes and malfunctions in data centres. Data Mining is one of 
the modern techniques and future of IoT to optimize Artificial and Analytics.  

Dr. Srinivas Padmanabhuni
Co-founder, CityMandi 

Ankit Jain
VP and Head, Ola Play

Transportation, E-Mobility and Logistics  
Role of connected vehicle technology in transportation

Ÿ Wide spectrum of needs for transportation in India
Ÿ 800000 vehicles equal to 8 million in terms of mobility. Competes with all 

personal cars.
Ÿ Significant transformation in mobility, but still unsatisfied. 
Ÿ Earlier same car different use cases – office, family. Today, different car 

for different needs. Transformed mobility. 
Ÿ Backseat is no different for any car. Don't care which car it is. No OEM 

things about the back seat. They only think about the driver. In the future, 
this will change.

Ÿ Loss of productivity, Safety are concerns
Ÿ The $150 Bn + untapped opportunity in connected vehicles. In vehicle 

technology platform – to make mobility experience more safe, 
environment friendly entertaining - almost like a co-pilot. 

Ÿ Four types of core data – Technical vehicle data, usage data, personal 
data – music, temp, mood; environmental data – traffic, weather, 
pollution etc. road conditions. Ola Play sits on top of all these. 

Ÿ Detection and intervention, vehicle management, infrastructure – fuel, 
toll. Not just a concept. 10000 cars in 7 cities. 

Ÿ Ola + Microsoft – bringing the power of the Microsoft productivity suite. 
Azure, IoT and AI. Create a compelling platform that we will take to all 
auto owners in the world.

Ÿ People will pick and choose what they want. The data collected may not 
necessarily lead to self- driving because India is not ready, but safety will 
definitely help.

Leveraging Geo Spatial signals for business insights 

Leveraging geospatial signals for business insights, geospatial signals in 
terms of latitude, longitude and altitude help people to take decisions visually 
driven by Geospatial intelligence. 
Intelligent fleet management or data sensing on route which can also aid in 
predicting engine failures. In agriculture sector, Geospatial data helps in R & 
D, aids in sharing information on plants and soil to the farmers. The 
geospatial technique has been effectively used in aggregating data for cab 
aggregators. Geospatial technology also aids in crisis management with an 
ability to respond to a crisis and natural calamity with next generation 
incident command system (NICS) which in turn helps in data storage and 
visualization.       

Madhusudan Shekar
Principal evangelist, Amazon Internet services
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IoT in Transportation

Ÿ Blackbuck is an Online marketplace – for transportation. 
Ÿ Intercity – huge challenge getting return loads. Empty miles – cost 

economics doesn't work. 
Ÿ Largest player in India only 250 mn dollars. Huge fragmentation both on 

supply and demand side. Corporates only about 40%. Unlike cab hailing 
change management was tough – documentation, etc. Affects 
productivity and billable kms. Underutilized most part of the month.

Ÿ Offline – visibility of demand is very limited. Fleet owners may not have 
visibility. Broker office very basic phone etc. beds for drivers. Artifical 
inflation of prices. Without factual data, price hike. Increases price. 
Orders get accumulated. Illusion of demand. 

Ÿ Connected trucks – you know the location – scientific process and 
demand setting. With Machine Learning, lots of data.

Ÿ 4 mn trucks to get equipment fitted. Coordination is a huge challenge. 
Commercial viability – cost is high. Unwillingness from fleet owner.

Ÿ Drivers do not want to be tracked. Huge ecosystem and change 
management challenge. If govt mandates for example GPS, RFID. 
Anything in India takes time. 

Ÿ Benefits – driver behaviour, road conditions, rating for drivers and fuel 
stations. Rollin out is a huge challenge.

Ÿ From corp side, availability of vehicles is clear. Real time visibility, e toll 
has reduced usage of cash.  

Ramasubramaniam B
Co-founder, BlackBuck 

(L to R)
Pinaki Laskar, Founder & CEO, FishEyeBox
Prajwal Sabnis, Director & Co-founder, Orxa Energies
Atul Arya, Head Energy Systems, Panasonic
Mustafa Wajid,CEO, Meher Energy Ventures
Kaushik Madhavan, Director – Automation & Transportation, 
MENASA, Frost & Sullivan
Santhosh Vasanthkumar, Sr.General Manager-IoT, Big Data
& Analytics, Mahindra Group 

Track I
E-Mobility

Ÿ E-Mobility an important contributor to the economy.
Ÿ Barriers to adoption, 3 aspects – a connected, shared and electric 

mobility. 
Ÿ IoT platform at the backend to figure out interesting metrics. Provide 

better products to customers too. Connectivity to enhance customer 
experience. Infrastructure. In order to help us make this a reality. For a lot 
of partners to make this a reality.

Ÿ Some level of uncertainty in terms of incentives from the Government. 
Will it be driven by incentives? What happens when incentives end? Last 
mile connectivity is the biggest challenge for public transport.  
Erickshaws in Delhi. Most are imported. Currently knee jerk. Not thought 
through. 

Ÿ Voice of customers. How much willingness to pay? What are the 
concerns? Range anxiety, safety, resale value, example of perceptions – 
fear of getting electrocuted in Mumbai floods. Need to educate the 
market.

Ÿ Record CO2 levels in India. Global political will and sense of urgency. 
Need to understand consumer behaviour and de jargonise. Consumer 
doesn't care about electric. They care about mobility.

Ÿ Drivers of emobility – Battery tech, TCO, regulations, easy and smart 
charging. Even globally, there are concerns. People don't understand how 
it will behave. Not enough data available to commit to data.

Ÿ 40,000 hours are spent in the car and its extremely frustrating. Similar 
problems across the losing time and energy. Everyday  in India 400 death 
cases. Solution to make a system where we are more intelligent learning 
from machine. We know not to cross the red line, but we still do it. Make 
problem more complex. Traffic system isn't working.

Ÿ 80% of vehicles are bikes. Once you prove the reliability, people will 
adopt.
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Track II 
Transformation of Transportation & Logistics

The panel discussion on Transformation of Transportation & Logistics the 
panellists discussed on various logistics challenges and ways to address and 
overcome them. Moderated by Malay Shah, senior director Alvarez & 
Marshal (chairperson), the discussion focused around challenges faced by 
logistics in terms of shipping, road, rail and fuel and how IoT can play a role in 
solving these problems.
Highlighted the usage of IoT based Transformation depends on drivers, 
vehicle and road conditions and also that consumer expectations affect the 
transformation. Various processes related issues should also be checked.

Malay Shah
Senior director, Alvarez and Marsal (Chairperson)  

In terms of solving problem of shipping logistics wit IoT, Navneet Kapoor, MD, 
Maersk said that Maersk started Remote Container Management Program 
enabled by sensors which puts sensor data across multiple variables to track 
problems like power supply, reducing damages, inspection time, network and 
empty container optimization. He said that harnessing and sensing data 
helps in container management, weather sensing, reduces claims and 
damage. Stating that connecting machines and containers enabled visibility 
of assets and improved connectivity, he added that mindset an 
operationalization is critical to add value in collecting data.  
Spoke about shipping commodities such as large cars, clothing, food etc. 
from one part of the world to the other and it could take weeks in doing so. 
The major challenge in this case is to maintain Temperature, Power and 
Humidity during the travel. Also, if there are any problems during shipping, 
that should be tracked. Reducing damage and reducing inspection time 
should also be considered.

Highlighted on the shipping logistics used while transferring packages of 
various online portals from one end of the country to the other end. Also, the 
shipping becomes easier in Singapore and Tokyo than India since the 
addresses in India should be mapped to latitude and longitude using Geo 
Coding. Locus also provides Geo Coding as a service.IoT generates a lot of 
data and making sense of the data and network load-route optimization are 
some of the key points. He said that IoT plays a key role than Big Data in terms 
of decision-making and quality of data and helps in lowering insurance cost 
and monetising data in terms of GPS and Geo-coding as implemented by 
Locus. 

Nishith Rastogi
Founder, Locus

Navneet Kapoor
MD, Maersk

Sharing his thoughts on the topic, Anish Basu Roy, founder, Shotang said that 
problems faced by the logistics industry include last mile logistics affecting 
retailers, sales and distribution. He said that IoT can play a bigger role in 
servicing demanding customers by ensuring revenue inventory from multiple 
suppliers to enhance efficiency of inventory management and logistics. 
Works on shipping the products within 24 hours and delivers in predictive 
slots. It was also highlighted that many companies build standalone delivery 
system without improving the efficiency of the logistics and the same should 
be taken care. 

Anish Basu Roy
Founder, Shotang
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Fuel pilferage as a major problem faced by logistics sector Mohit Mehrotra, 
Director, Omnicon India said that fuel pilferage accounts for 60% of logistics 
operations. He said that to overcome the logistics challenges, it's imperative 
for logistics sector to have technology for tracking fuel with sensor 
implemented by Omnicon which helps in reducing operational cost, expense 
and increase profitability. He said that the fuel sensor is a capacitative 
sensing placed inside the fuel tank which reduces pilferage and aids in fuel 
accuracy and volume with GPS and time navigation.
He also explained how fuel management is important in the Transportation 
Logistics. Around 60% of operating expenses goes on managing fuels. 
Sensors are placed in the fuel management system which provides the time 
stamp, location stamp and volume stamp of fuel level. Also, the carbon 
footprint can be reduced by managing the fuel. Once the problem is 
recognized, the change management process will be checked by the retailers 
and they take it up in various phases.

Mohit Mehrotra
Director, Omnicom India

Ÿ Telecom in India is viewed as the center of the world when it comes to 
Spectrum. But for the IoT industry, it's the opposite.

Ÿ The suggestion to the government is to license the 2G spectrum for IoT. 
The problem ofregulation is very intense.

Ÿ The problem with NASSCOM etc. is that they speak for their employers, 
so they will not necessarily raise themes that benefit India. Instead 
knowledgeable individuals need to come together and raise the quotient 
of IoT in India.

Ÿ We have a knowledge discovery process. We want to break it into news, 
announcements etc. not PR related. Elevated discussion is needed. There 
are interest groups to encourage discussion. IoT is complicated because 
it needs several components to be successful.

Ÿ The problem is that we don't know what we don't know. We start with 
basics. Our directory is intended to avoid this if possible. Understanding 
of terms and definitions will help build a base.

Unveiling IoT Directory 2017 by Honorable
Minister Priyank M Kharge, IT, BT and Tourism, Govt. of Karnataka

IoTForum raising the IoT Quotient of India – Arvind Tiwary,
Chair, IoTForum
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Ÿ We've matured from being a services industry and now need to compete 
on emerging technologies. 

Ÿ For its CoEs, the Government has tied up with 12 industry partners. The 
initiative is being driven by them. By the end of December, we will have 
trained around 100 engineers in areas such as animation, gaming etc. 

Ÿ We need to see a convergence of local talent, short interventions, vision 
of the government, contribution of large players to help the start-up 
ecosystem.

Ÿ On the manufacturing side of IoT too, the government is very open and 
has taken measures such as incubation, CoEs all through Karnataka and 
hardware accelerators with about 80 crores worth of industry 
infrastructure. The aim is to ensure first mover advantage for Karnataka

Ÿ Instead of focusing on “sloganeery” the idea is to use existing data and 
infrastructure optimally. There is plenty of data with the government that 
has not been analysed.

Ÿ Wishlist for Start-ups: We still have a long way to go before we 
understand the impact. Would urge companies to use data such as on 
malnutrition etc. to seek solutions for society. We need more start-ups 
and we need more successful start-ups to drive our economy. The wish is 
to have the best ecosystem for start-ups and be the no 1 in the world in 
terms of most successful start-ups.

Ÿ Brand Bangalore has to showcase a skilled society. Upcoming Tech 
Summit is an endeavour in this direction. 

Ÿ Government is technology agnostic and will encourage all including 
blockchain, crypto currency, data privacy, robotics etc. The government is 
open to participate in pilots, help with idea validation and customer 
access for all tech-related ideas.

Nagananad Doraswamy, Ex-President, TiE Bangalore with
Honorable Minister Priyank M Kharge IT, BT and Tourism,
Govt. of Karnataka

Ÿ Hardware is getting commoditised, so what you do with the data is most 
important. Due diligence on getting useful information. 

Ÿ Access to data isn't the challenge. What you do with the data is. 
Ÿ Not about B2b or B2c, but about solving a real problem. Then that 

intelligence can help solve the problem using IoT. Defensibility is in the 
data or in the algorithm. 

Ÿ India's strength is in the software. Hardware is a bridge to software 
Ÿ How much due diligence on security? Depends on the problem you're 

solving. Healthcare, depends on context. Security is the biggest problem 
for IoT. Earlier never came up, now privacy is a big concern. 

Ÿ Risk appetite? As the ecosystem evolves, it will change. Bleeding edge? 
Tougher because India isn't a big adopter. If govt is helping start-ups, 
facilate a lot more risk taking. 

Ÿ India is on a healthy curve. Dramatic change for Indian businesses to buy 
from Indian companies.

Investor PanelFireside Chat 

(L to R)
Ravi Gururaj, President, TiE Bangalore(Chairperson)
Shyam Menon, Co-founder, Bharat Innovation Fund
Ben Mathias, Managing Partner, Vertex Ventures
Manish Singhal, Founding Partner, Pi Ventures
Arvind Vasu, Sr. VP & Head of Asia Investments, ABB
Technology ventures
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Ÿ Zinnov's view of IoT landscape – USD 167 Billion Total IoT spend 2017. 
Engineering services players in India are following significant 
opportunities. 

Ÿ Industrial. Automotive. OEMs building capability Internally, Internal 
capability. Focus on software, Change percolated down the value chain. 
Funding into start-ups. 

Ÿ Top 100 enterprises to study - 45% VC investment went to top 20 
companies.

Ÿ Trends where hardware had a lot of investments. Blue Ocean companies 
getting funded in the hardware scenario.

Ÿ Large cos focused on building platforms. In the funding trends, 
application companies are getting a lot of funding. Large companies are 
going to dominate some of the large technology companies. 

Ÿ 3-4 areas where focus is – connectivity and normalisation, analytics, 
Device management, companies focused on one layer and try to build 
capability to a new layer. 

Ÿ How are large companies working with start-ups. Number of models. 
Own funding mechanisms. Building accelerators and incubators. Own IoT 
focused accelerators. Work with Indian accelerators. 10+ large 
accelerators, just in Bangalore.

Pari Natarajan
CEO, Zinnov LLC

Ÿ Adoption of IoT needs to driven with both visibility and action. 
Sometimes, the immaturity of the end point can address the adoption of 
IoT

Ÿ There is a growth in energy, predictive analytics that captures smart 
grids. IoT is the underlying driver. If you don't have data, you cannot 
transform. Both software and  hardware needed. Putting low cost 
modems helps to get real time data.

Ÿ India will have all electric by 2030, but EVs cost high because of cost 
controls with respect to refuelling. A network of stations with smart 
batteries will work. IoT is a large part of it. Pilot early next year. India 
needs open architecture.

Ÿ Not enough being done to combat bikes that are swap enabled. 
Ÿ Indian consumers are value conscious. A combination of tech, smaller.
Ÿ Standards are still getting defined. Not much political will.
Ÿ Existing platforms looks at own interest rather than ecosystem.
Ÿ Lot of APIs In the early stages, everyone wants to do everything.
Ÿ Network infrastructure has to go beyond govt.

CoB - South India, ET Business in conversation with
IoTNext winners

(L to R)
Chandra (Ranganathan) Srikanth-Chief of Bureau- South India
for ET Now business news channel.Anchor & Editorial Lead-ET now
start up Central
Prajwal Sabnis, Director & Co-founder, Orxa Energies
Chetan Maini,  Vice Chairman, Sun mobility 
Debashis Das, CEO, Bharati Robotics 
Vishal Pandya, Co-founder & Director, Reconnect Energy
Madhukar Khare, Founder, Wispero Networks  
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1) Category: Safe Nation

Wispero Networks India: Ensure Wireless IoT Safety 

IoTNEXT AWARD WINNNERS AND NOMINEES
Award Categories

Nominees are:
Ÿ CRON Systems
Ÿ  Entersoft security
Ÿ  Smokescreen
Ÿ  Wispero Networks India

THE WINNER IS Wispero Networks India

2) Category: AI/ML

Bharati Robotics Systems: Creating Robots for People

Nominees are:
Ÿ Audicor Cardiometrics
Ÿ Bharati Robotics Systems
Ÿ  Morphing Machines

THE WINNER IS Bharati Robotics Systems

3) Category: New Age mobility 

Orxa Energies: MANTIS , No compromise Electric Vehicle   

Nominees are:
Ÿ  Orxa Energies
Ÿ  Gridbots

THE WINNER IS Orxa Energies

4) Category: Industrial IoT 

Sun Mobility : The Future of Sustainable Mobility

Nominees are:
Ÿ Sunmobility
Ÿ Reconnect Energy
Ÿ Bendflex

THE WINNERS ARE  and Sun Mobility Reconnect Energy

Most Promising Start-up Impacting New Age MobilityMost Promising Start-up Impacting Safe Nation

Most Promising Start-up Impacting AI/ML in IoT Most Promising Start-up Impacting Industrial
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Reconnect Energy : India's largest Renewable Service Provider    

Product  -SAP leonardo is  bu i l t  over  SAP HANA(Foundat ion 
DataBase)Provides a business object cloud and digital boardroom 
Implemented on cloud foundry - therefore capable of running on any cloud 
service(Amazon aws etc)Big data system integration capability Using SAP 
VORA (with hadoop etc)
Functionality -It provides Device management (device onboarding , i2s 
communication ,  device configuration ,  device management , 
troubleshooting)Easy to Build , extend and integrate into existing facilities 
Device connectivity Lora , Zigbee etc Any network technology or topology that 
allows connection to a gateway service Vertical solutions for transport , 
monitoring , live tracking ,Manufacturing Plant management, large scale 
agricultural deployments.

SAP 

Workshops 

The workshop showcased an overview TCL activities in IoT field and around 
LoRA and associated technologies. Deep dive into technologies around 
LoRA. The workshop stated that the enterprises that can harness the power 
of IoT become leaders in the markets and thus bring out higher revenues, lead 
a transformation and provide solutions at lower cost.TCL provides Network 
solution design and provisioning; device integration and deployment; 
solution design, management and support in the IoT space.

Tata Communications

Most Promising Start-up Impacting Industrial

Special Mentions
Ÿ Qunu Labs
Ÿ Mymo Wireless
Ÿ Astrome
Ÿ Bellatrix Aerospace
Ÿ Nopo  Nanotechnologies
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KEYNOTE 

Smart Things and cognitive IoT is the topic and I am going to bring in elements 
of concepts theories and also what we are doing at Samsung to take this 
forward. So when we talk about the Intelligence of Things, I look at the 
devices under three classes:
Ÿ Elephant Class: Immobile devices like TVs and refrigerators 
Ÿ Horse Class: Devices like wearables, smartphones and VR gear which 

trot with the user
Ÿ Rat Class: immobile sensors that are sitting in places which send 

information but isn't a beneficiary but decisions are made based on 
information originating from these devices 

At the recently concluded Samsung Developer Conference, one of the 
important topics we discussed there was project ambience – when you 
interact with a device while being physically present in its vicinity, it should 
be able to detect your movement and project information seamlessly into 
where you have moved (from smartphone to car dashboard for example). 
The other topic we discussed was the possibility of converting existing legacy 
“dumb” devices into intelligent devices and include them into the IoT 
ecosystem in a broad manner and we have already had some success with 
this. We combine all of this in our ecosystem in an open standard of Tizen OS, 
because you need to bind them. 70% of our TVs have moved to the Tizen OS as 
have our VR devices and smart watches. We launched four smart phones Z1 
to Z4 that are based on Tizen. We can now bring other devices on the OS, 
including all the classes I previously spoke about. So the first part is bringing 
as many devices as possible into the ecosystem.
There are three aspects to this: easy setup (connecting say a washing 
machine to your smartphone), access and authentication (trusted hardware 
module which ensures that device is protected, automatic detection without 
the need for password or biometric authentication) and IoT connectivity 
(Open Source Consortium has come together to be as inclusive as possible 
and define data transmission, discovery, device management and security for 
devices). The next phase is Cognitive IoT, through which one can provide 
context-aware recommendations based on activities of users, automation of 
routine activities without the intervention of the user and finally detection of 
missed routine activities. The bottom line for Cognitive IoT is that we have 
moved from device connectivity layer to data analytics and is now going into 
the next level which is combining AI with database learning, reasoning and 
understanding which is Cognitive IoT. Smart homes are the first frontier  for 

Dr. Aloknath De
CTO, Samsung India

IoT and it handles everything from energy management, temperature 
settings and daily maintenance activities can even interfere and correct 
when wrong commands are inadvertently given by the user. In addition to 
having an IoT Cloud, you can have an Intelligent Cloud and get them to talk to 
each other in which the latter gives the former a context, which helps in 
coming to a smart recommendation. Cloud to cloud integration is an 
important part of this and the Intelligent Cloud will play a significant role 
here. 
At Samsung, we have developed a family hub that connects all members of a 
family and can let them know via a camera in the fridge that they need to 
replenish the supply of milk or what are the leftovers from last night's dinner, 
which can be combined to make a new meal. This also includes elements of 
home management in terms of what foods need to be ordered, health calorific 
information of this food and ordering from a store to entertainment to some 
extent. We have also developed a voice intelligence interface, which enables 
voice commands to devices. Some of the other aspects that we are looking at 
is for devices to understand natural language. Will a device be able to 
respond back to the user with an answer to a question in natural language 
with what degree of confidence and context awareness based on which the 
user can make a decision. Can devices understand the end user at the 
psychographic segmentation level? Can devices be configured and accessed 
seamlessly? Are systems aware of vulnerabilities and do you have 
mechanisms to intervene? If a system is crippled, then can it selfheal? Can 
queries be responded to with time constrained approximate answers, where 
the emphasis is on time constraints? These are some of the questions that we 
are trying to find answers to at Samsung through the Sense, Analyse and 
React paradigm so in the future devices don't just react but are able to act 
proactively.

SESSIONS SUMMARY DAY 2
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Govt of India raised concern about security and privacy issues amid 
development of technology which is mind-boggling as the world has moved 
from small storage in computer to Gigabyte storage in large systems. In 2002, 
under the NDA government, classes were integrated with internet and there 
were experiments with TV and internet to come out with simulating course 
content for better understanding of technologies. The initiative with the right 
concept received acceptance.  
In the last 15 years, 5 technologies brought revolution namely WWW in 1993, 
Search Engine in 2004 and Mobile Phones with different shape and 
functioning which revolutionized the society. Stating the although AI amazed 
people who were experimenting with various technologies, the revolution 
made a big difference. While a part of the technology is good, other raised 
issues like radicalization with growth of social media. Speaking on the future 
of IoT technologies, in next 10 years, technologies like AI, IoT, Big Data, ML 
and Cloud Computing will play a bigger role. On US H1B visa, although the 
move was thought to take away jobs but on the positive side it also generates 
jobs and these technologies will converge everywhere to play a bigger role.     
On security and ways to attribute and respond issues, developing defence 
system if attacked exemplifying how Estonia was shut down without any 
attribution legally and publicly as 1 million bots were spread out to attack ICT 
infrastructure of Estonia. Ensuring integrity of the system is a challenge with 
technical issues, compatibility, privacy, the whole technology including AI, 
Big Data has given rise to privacy issues, interoperability, cost of 
implementation, diplomacy and legal jurisdiction in one arena. Technical 
prudence and defining cyber governance is an issue for which we need a 
start-up to address these issues. With India having 1.5 million devices, 
growing faster with a large number of start-ups having invested in 
technologies, performing AKYC for the systems is needed. To address issues 
like radicalization and terrorist activities, identify a person with a device, 
collaboration with industry as multi - stake holder approach is needed. Civil 
society is a powerful stakeholder for defining security architecture and cyber 
governance. Collaboration with industry to share and educate about policies 
suiting the Indian industry to deal with issues of localization along with 
security standards needed for larger platform, protocols and structures to 
address emerging issues.   

Dr. Gulshan Rai
Chief Cyber Security, PMO, Govt. of India 

issues, a concept paper will come out next week for Data Potential Act under 
SC Judge BN Krishna and himself as a member and urged industry to go 
through the concept and suggest solutions to the government. GDPR 
announced by Europe in May 2018 will make business challenging and the 
need is to define whether GDPR act is compatible with other countries so that 
the framework if forward looking. Reiterating about collaboration to deal 
with security issues, capacity development and initiating short term courses 
to educate people on technology innovations will materialize discussing with 
IIT Delhi and IIT Hyderabad with a meeting with industry to start 10 centres in 
8 to 9 months. With 9 billion IoT devices worldwide to increase 3 - fold 
amounting to USD 160 billion and will increase turnover four times, there is 
concern about disruption of technology in society. The Prime Minister of India 
talked and promoted smart cities 2 years back to implement technologies by 
developing security architecture and framework to deal with the various IoT 
issues. 
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KEYNOTE
Fresh thinking for IoT Security

We formed a common taskforce for IoT security last year by the joining of 
hands between IoT Forum and CISO platform to develop threat models, 
controls and assist players in new techno-legal-commercial arrangements to 
improve IoT security.
There are 13 IoT Security standards bodies across the world and the Federal 
Trade Commission is the most well-known and highly regarded among these 
and they are passing a law in the US. None of the existing standards can do 
the job and protect you though. While on the Internet, security breaches result 
only in loss of money and reputation, in the IoT universe the stakes are much 
higher – possible accidents and loss of human lives are the consequences. 
The Internet of Things is actually the Internet of Hacks. A premier cyber 
security consultancy got hacked, the email of the CIA head got stolen, the US 
military has had cyber break ins and so has JP Morgan.
The problem with cybersecurity is the mindset that there is something wrong 
with the victim. In cybersecurity, the construct which is proposed is that the 
complexity of the job depends on the technology being used and the legal 
framework – both of which are issues. The Internet was never designed 
keeping security in view. We confuse IP as identity, which isn't the case as IP 
can be spoofed, which is the technical problem.
The legal basis is also wrong, there is a fundamental problem with the US 
legal liability design. If an IoT device is penetrated, it is not a product liability 
issue just as if your home is burgled, its isn't the architect's liability to have 
designed it to be hack proof. We are still talking about security from a criminal 
behaviour perspective, whereas criminal law is territorial and that doesn't 
apply in cyberspace as I cannot prosecute a cybercriminal living beyond my 
territory. We need a method to make prosecution territorial, including dividing 
the IoT network into country nets so that criminals can be brought to justice 
fast. The other loophole in the legal construct is that the Right to Self Defence 
is missing. Therefore, the mind set needs to move beyond blaming the victim 
of the cyberattack.
We want the Internet community to help us by acting as community 
watchdogs. Surveillance should be the job of the neighbourhood/community 
and the state and not the job of the device. The central problem in 
cybersecurity is that criminal behaviour should be controlled by the state, 
which has abandoned its role. The state doesn't have the ability, the technical 
capability or the desire to get involved. Therefore self-help groups should be 
allowed, which become the cyber equivalent of a neighbourhood watch.  The 
international law as its stands does not allow you to do this and instead 
favours criminals. We want to reduce the skills and effort required to 

Arvind Tiwary
Chair, IoTForum and Co-Chair, IoTNext

secure IoT devices, we want to increase the probability of detection of 
security breaches and then the economics of hacking changes which lessens 
the occurrence of hacks. The third thing we want to do is ensure that the 
criminal system recognises cyber security hacks as a high frequency crime, 
which it is. Any new IoT device is attacked 30-40 times within a week of 
installation and one cannot keep going back to the legal. There has to be a 
different way of tackling high frequency crimes. Chasing and locking up cyber 
criminals should be made easy. No amount of passive defence is enough. In 
cyber space, the question of defence comes up only if the network is at risk, 
which means 40%-50% of the network is attacked and not for individual 
attacks. This is a stupid way of thinking about criminal behaviour. The state 
and network operator has to intervene when rioting happens in cyberspace 
and distributed denial of service is nothing but rioting. Under the current legal 
system, cyber criminals are protected and not individuals. We are asking for 
the creation of a Class A (inaudible) network for IP networks, which makes it 
expensive for cyber criminals to launch attacks and this alone will reduce 
cyber-attacks by 90%. Individuals should be empowered by laws to take 
offensive action against cyber criminals targeting them and shut them down 
using legal means. Stricter policing and self-help groups is the only way 
forward if we are serious about IoT security.
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Part of security is Government's responsibility and as we have moved from 
wild west to city. Emphasizing on how to transition and reimagine internet. 
Both legal part and technology part needs to be reimagined for the 
architecture for technological support. 
Three main aspects of IoT are security, impossibility and halting problems. 
The need is to build safety by other means and one of the emerging trends in 
this regard is isolation is a trend where work should work can be done by 
creating a trusted bubble. 
As seen with browser isolation and walled garden concept s use cases, 
number of bad mobile apps are few, but websites are many.  It's important to 
be closed to ensure safety and Zero start security and Google's beyond cord 
are some examples.
Stressing on the concept of securenet for optimum security, the 4 tech Pillars 
of it are Identity (authenticate), Onboard (authorize), Monitor and Off-board 
(react). Identifying device, people, network identity, TPM, HW root of trust 
and ways and means to do behaviour metrics are crucial for attaining security. 
While monitoring encompasses centralized/network access proxy and a 
decentralized system with external and hyper local threat intelligence.  

Bikash Barai
Co-founder, CISO Platform

Bikash Barai
Co-founder, CISO Platform 

There are four components to the IoT model – sensors, gateways, 
applications and the club. Enumerating on the threats possible to these four 
components, it goes into the thousands and the list of vulnerabilities possible 
is an even greater number. How do we create a taxonomy to cover all of this or 
should we even cover all the threats and vulnerabilities? We have very 
limited resources to secure sensors at the hardware level. Threat modelling 
and penetration testing are some high level answers that are emerging in the 
space right now.

There is no definition of normal or normal behaviour when it comes to 
Forensics in IoT and there also isn't any standard out there that defines how 
an IoT device should act and because of that, it's very hard to do a behavioural 
analysis of these devices. The second challenge is that most of these devices 
don't store any kind of data. 
Thirdly, when it comes to security, a lot of important questions are still 
unanswered – questions like who can access the data that the device is 
transmitting, is the information trustworthy, and is the device I am receiving 
data from actually what it claims to be? It is still early days for IoT devices and 
it calls for potential security issues to defined and addressed for the future 
success of IoT. The main issue today when it comes to IoT security is that it's a 
human behaviour problem rather than a technical issue with devices.

Track I
IoT Security – Trends & Challenges 

Dr. Phil Polstra
Author, Linux Forensics 
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The evolving IoT landscape is being defined by the sheer volume and breath of 
use cases for devices, ranging from immobile devices that won't change their 
location to devices on maritime vehicles that are always on the move. On one 
side, you have data flowing from devices to the cloud and the other side is that 
sensors themselves are wireless, all of which make them vulnerable to 
attacks. An analysis of attacks to IoT devices shows that most of these 
attacks are pretty simple and straightforward in the sense that there is no 
existence of gatekeeping in the form of simple passwords to access a device. 
Initial implementation has had toothing issues and has been fundamentally 
flawed. The lack of memory space in these devices currently prevent built in 
security features on devices. These are some of the contradictions that we 
need to work around to forge a more secure future for IoT devices.

Arnab Chattopadhya
Senior Director, Product Engineering, Capgemini 

Bhaskar Rao
Founder & CEO, Technosphere 

While we are talking about isolated components in the IoT model in isolation, 
we need to look at the entire thing as a single unit and build a chain of trust 
from end to end. That's the only way secure IoT deployment can be done and 
there are three different aspects of that. The first trend is the layer security 
wherein a device can be certified as secure in the very architecture of it. The 
second part is a cognitive layer of security based on understanding the 
behavioural aspects and patterns of both users and cyber criminals and being 
able to differentiate between the two. Such a software should be able to 
learn by itself and also pass on its learnings to its peers. Part of this is 
bringing the blockchain model, wherein actions are authenticated based on 
ledger entries and cross checked with peer devices and networks. The third 
aspect is bringing in trust scores for devices and certification of the software 
by vendors to testify whether they have been tested for vulnerabilities. 
Supply chain needs to be looked into especially since a lot of this is open 
source and will need to be checked for vulnerabilities.   

Vishal Patil
Associate Director, e-infochips

The taxonomy or the way in which attacks can be done also depends on the 
domain and these are some fundamental issues that the industry is facing. For 
example, physical theft of IoT gateways that control smart agriculture devices 
in remote locations is a problem that farmers face, without even going to 
cyber theft. Another example is retail IoT, where deployers are worried that 
rivals can snoop on video devices installed in retail locations that can 
compromise the privacy of customers, which can potentially be legally 
damaging. These are aspects that need to be considered in the design and 
deployment of IoT.
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Focused on cyber security which leads to lose of property, life and impacts 
economy. Urging developing standards to bring the IoT ecosystem together to 
build secure systems, Mr Arnab said that IoT security is not cyber security and 
root of trust, network security, privacy and attribution are important for 
developing standards to attain maximum security. He said that channel 
security, root of trust, security management, security fusion, cooperation, 
security bootstrapping, security services, data protection, identify, 
authenticate and authorize are the functional aspects of IoT security.  
Mr Arnab said that secure provisioning, secure key, management, 
authentication, authorization and secure communication are imperative for 
key players into ISP, security service and variety of cloud service providers.
Stating that device manufacturers, software vendors, network builders, 
service providers are responsible for security, he further said that key security 
functions to ensure security are Identity, Access control, Monitoring, De-
boarding. 
Pointing out the typical challenges in IoT, Mr Arnab said that challenges 
include when bigger attacks surfaces and big data, diversity, day to day usage 
and lack of experience. On ways to secure IoT, he added that uninternetting, 
indirection, security gate, security fusion and multi-factor authentication can 
play a role especially if they are combined which would help in building robust 
protection against threat.

Arnab Chattopadhya
Senior Director, Product Engineering, Capgemini

The securing is key to prevent life disruption and the need of the hour is to 
create a landscape which includes user to cloud, user to device, device to 
device and device to cloud process of IoT application.
Stressing on securing entry point or door of systems and devices, Mr Ramesh 
said that Fido technology was developed to address and solve similar issue 
founded in 2009 and started in 2011. 
Speaking further on Fido, Mr Ramesh said that it solves challenges like of 
identifying real device, right user and right device acceptable method of 
authentication. Stating that Fido does fast identity online response for 
backend authentication of user, he said that the concept is to prove yourself 
to device and device performs authentication cryptographically in backend 
for actual authentication of the user. The Fido alliance announced industry 
alliance in 2013 to eliminate passwords with 275 alliance members across 
the world with the likes of companies like Google app, WTC, PayPal, 
Samsung, Aetna, NIST, UK govt, European, China, Japan, Korea partnering 
and embracing Fido technology as it doesn't require passwords in its 
protocol. With Fido alliance groups in India started 6 months back, Mr 
Ramesh said that the objective remains to deal with three tractions which are 
security, user to prove himself and extreme level of privacy.Mr Ramesh said 
that operated assisted is a viable way to secure biometric data and if flipped, 
Aadhar credentials could be put in phone to make it an identity by which 
attacks can be averted and its possible in post Fido world making mobile a 
Aadhar complaint device. Stating that industry is addressing IoT and trying to 
solve problems of security, he said that Fido as a solution is preferred for 
privacy, ease of use and algorithms which ensures cyber security and secures 
systems and devices used in day to day life. Mr Ramesh urged that issues of 
privacy and security should be addressed in a diverse way and not in a 
proprietary way. As the infrastructure is evolving, we are moving from 
connected homes to connected cars, health, connected city and also 
connected life. The landscape of IoT can be classified as user to cloud, user to 
device, device to device and device to cloud. Securing firmware protects “one 
healthy part” from “infected parts”.  Also, we need to provide strong 
fundament like a CPU supporting ARM Trust zone, Intel SGX. Recent Yahoo 
attacks are because of identity issues. This identity issues can be resolved 
using FIDO (Fast Identity Online). This works between user, device, and 
service provider/cloud. FIDO process asks 4 questions – Real device? Right 
user? Right device? Acceptable method of authentication? FIDO is an 
industrial alliance to eliminate passwords and there around 250+ companies 
involved in the alliance.  

Track II
IoT Security - Tech talk IoT Security – FIDO Authentication

Ramesh Kesanupalli
Co- founder, FIDO Alliance & Founder, NOK NOK Labs, Inc.
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As per the market research, there has been a phenomenal growth in IoT 
market and it shall improve in future. From $167B ($79B for Tech Products and 
$88B for Tech services) in 2017, it can go up to $410B ($187B for Tech Products 
and $223B for Tech services) in 2022. The tech products include sensors, 
MEMs, actuators, chipsets, connectivity hardware/aggregators etc. The tech 
services include IoT strategy and consulting, IoT engineering, IoT system 
integration and development.IoT is largely used in industries, automation. For 
using IoT in health industry, IoT security acts as a huge concern. The use of IoT 
started with Decision support and moved to remote monitoring and now is 
heading towards innovation/optimization. Also, we should note that the 
Industries, Automotive and Smart cities are using the ecosystem really well. 
IoT is on its way to act as an integrated part of the industry. In IoT test cases 
we can observe that a lot of sensitive information goes to cloud and hence 
security becomes very important.The IoT security test cases can be broken 
down into Application, Platform, Networking and Infrastructure. IoT security 
market is forecasted to grow to $41.85B in next 5 years (10% of IoT market).

Ananda Roa Ladi
Partner, Zinnov

Need for an integrated approach to fixing the IoT
vulnerabilities end-to-end

FIDO involves usage of cell phones with biometrics as authentication and it 
will be secured with private keys. If there can be any attack on FIDO then the 
attacker should possess both device and authenticated biometrics. Hence, if 
Aadhar system was based on FIDO, it would have been more helpful. Also, 
the regular database is a one point failure. Another advantage of FIDO is that 
it cannot be hacked as it does not include any usernames and passwords. 
German government has already designed many schemes based on the FIDO 
directory.

Hacking is not unusual but not many disclose it. The hackerfest gave insights 
into the learnings of hardening your IoT product.  Who is responsible for 
security of IoT products? To answer this we plan to bring in standards. we 
need an auto cryptographic method to secure IoT products. More of ML and 
AI approaches to IoT is needed as well to secure the products. the IoT 
hackfest was done with mutilple start-ups who were technically sound start-
ups. A brainstorming session was done. IoT as cloud solution provider and 
manufacturer were discussed. Hardware components, protocols used were 
considered for the hackfest and if they were secured enough to communicate 
with their gateway. if you develop software solutions on cloud, they need to 
be bought under high security. Bugs were identified and also solutions were 
provided to secure the IoT product - hardware and cloud based.

Learnings in hardening your IoT Product
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Leveraging IoT for industrial promotion efficiency – how to kickstart projects. 
He said that IoT will be a bigger wave leading the way to bigger companies in 
next 10 years. He said that as per Mackinsey reports, value chain of IoT is 
10% hardware gateway, 50% from analytics side, assistance integration 
about 20% and 10% from infrastructure.  He said that from Industrial IoT 
adoption, we have witnesses unlimited data through cloud, hardware prices 
coming down, connectivity through wireless or mobile leading to 
acceleration of IoT.  Stressing on use cases of customer to understand IoT and 
solve and generate quick ROIs, he focused on 3 categories of IoT, improve 
asset utilization, offer differentiated service or product and transform 
customer engagement.He said that four categories where IoT can be 
leveraged include asset tracking and life cycle management, machine 
productivity monitoring, Ongoing quality management and worker safety and 
productivity. Exemplifying use cases he said that Industrial IOT value chain 
process involves sense, connect, process and Cloud. He said that the 
company designed Lego block approach for a live industrial grade project in 6 
months which led to scaling and device optimization. Sharing example of 
Whizbox which is a smart, small multi-sensor, multi-protocol IoT hub, Mr 
Shaun said that the technology seamlessly integrates more than 100 types of 
machines. Stressing on the need for better quality products to make informed 
decisions, Mr Shaun said that some of the key considerations for industrial 
IoT include predictive maintenance approach for sound, temperature beyond 
certain parameters, safety needs like chemical hazards and Industry safety 
wearables. Mr Shaun added that operating at use case level with clearly 
defined business case, initiating an end to end pilot project with live data are 
some of the other considerations. Besides not spending too much with 
smaller POCs, collecting data for 2 -3 months and deciding on the larger roll 
out, involving relevant business stakeholders and IT and further optimization 
could be there on the device based on the ground findings are more areas to 
consider.

Shaun Mitra
Investor and Chief Business Officer, Technosphere

Akhilur Rahman
CTO, ABB India
It is an exciting time for Industrial IoT and from a big picture perspective, 
there are three broad areas in which we are working on at ABB. They are 
Utilities, Industry (Manufacturing) and Transport & Infrastructure.The major 
trends in the utilities space is the shift to renewables and digitization of the 
grid, which is also known as energy Internet. Under manufacturing, the big 
trend is the movement towards Industry 4.0 and combined with that are 
collaborative and flexible manufacturing, which allows for scaling up or 
down of manufacturing as dictated by the market.The other area that 
Industrial IoT has ushered into the manufacturing space is real-time 
optimization, which gives companies the option to tinker with their 
manufacturing operations with real time interventions, thus avoiding 
downtimes. The third large area that we are seeing impact is Transport & 
Infrastructure, where we have Smart Cities, E-mobility and Mobility-as-a-
Service.Before the advent of the Internet of Things, we have been working for 
a long time on the Intranet of Things in automating industry, which is far more 
complex and real time. We have drawn from our expertise in this area and 
extended it to the Internet of Things, that allows for analysis of data being 
thrown up by these devices by multiple stakeholders. This data can also be 
combined with other data like weather, market conditions, user behaviour 
and demand to enhance business value.  Today, digital technologies are 
driving new innovation that is impacting both B2B as well as B2C industries in 
what is widely referred to as the fourth industrial revolution, which isn't just 
IoT but also Internet of Services and People. We call this IoTSP. The evolution 
to Industrial IoT using the example of a basic motor went from conventional 
monitoring to digitization, wherein a connected computer would act as a 
monitor. 
Industrial IoT brought in Digitalization, where we can use smart sensors on 
motors for real time monitoring on performance, efficiency as well as pre-
emptive intervention that reduces downtime by 70%, extends lifetime by 
30%, increases energy efficiency by 10% all of which adds to significantly 
reduced costs and increased productivity. A simple use case for this is an 
electro-mechanical collaborative robot that we have made called YuMi, 
which does all of these functions. Should the robot fail somewhere IIoT 
empowers industry to immediately locate service engineers and also do fleet 
analytics, to find out if the same robot has failed in other locations and use 
that knowledge to rectify the situation.
So broadly, IIoT is already used extensively in monitoring and analytics where 
historical data and events, field service reports and live measurements are 
used to detect anomalies, predict failure successfully, intervene and manage 
spare parts inventories pre-emptively. Further, it is possible to index the 
health of any industrial asset at any given point of time through machine 
learning and this can be connected with the maintenance staff for true 
integration of machines and humans around industrial efficiency and 
productivity.
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Sanjeev Keskar, Managing Director India, Arrow Electronics, was the 
chairperson for the discussion.He said that every industry needs asset 
tracking. Big opportunities emerging, surveillance security Niche application 
coming into IoT.

Sanjeev Keskar
Managing Director, India, Arrow Electronics 

Implementation Case studies

IoT is not new in industrial space and each industry should define the need. 
He said that as a power management company, Eaton India deals with 
aerospace, power distribution, drive chains, hydraulics, electricals like 
power systems, distribution, lighting. Defining IoT into four areas, he said 
that areas include assets (electrical, mechanical or fluid), connectivity (driven 
by industry standards), intelligence (digital twins or designing and machinery 
and data analytics) and business model to solve customer problem. Sharing 
three examples how Eaton helped customers, he said that the company 
developed Intelliconnect – remote diagnostics, Outdoor lighting – stadium 
lighting and Microgrid schematic which help customers manage power and 
energy well. 

Sreekumar Panicker
Director of Engineering and Technology, electrical sector,
Eaton India Engineering Centre 

Long term perspectives and what's reshaping the energy value chain. He said 
that the new energy deal shows solar as cheapest source to falling costs of 
energy storage to IoT capabilities leading to disruption of the traditional 
energy value chain and the impact on value chain is in terms of generation, 
transmission, distribution and retail.Stating that regulation is a central 
question exemplifying Paris agreement, he said that energy sharing as an 
idea is supported by regulators but deployments are scarce and still limited by 
today's regulation raising questions as how to finance the network. Mr 
Krishna stressed the need to keep a close eye on emerging customer 
behaviour and the economic sense as way to go forward. Stating that a clean, 
distributed, digitized energy world would resonate with emerging customer 
behaviour, he said that tracking ecosystem of start-ups which are viable 
business models would help in serving end customer with oriented solutions, 
utilities solution providers, microgrid and transactive energy.He added that 
energy is moving from a commodity value to an exchange value which is a 
fundamental shift. 

Krishna Navalpakkam
Global strategy & Development, Schneider Electric
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Bringing people and technology together with IoP and IoT,Mr Lalit Yagnik 
focussed on how EON Reality developed Human 2.0 Vision technology as a 
solution to get future jobs. He said that data complexity and knowledge 
requirement is rapidly increasingly and there's a need to address and 
empower 3.8 billion people in the world to enable industry 4.0 with some 
amount of manual work instead of complete automation which can be a 
disaster.
Knowledge and skill gaps in increasing in US in the last 7-8 years due to 
disruption as technology takes away and creates new jobs. He said that 
machines need smarter ways of handling and skills or knowledge required is 
a challenge which can be addressed linking man and machine. A global 
leader in AVR knowledge transfer and expanding rapidly, Mr Lalit said that 
EON Reality has developed software enabling building 5000 apps for 
training, capacity building and developing skillsets and disseminate to 
customers and industrial sector. Emphasizing on Immersive training for 
workers to enhance learning in VR for training and AR on-the-job, Mr Lalit 
added that the company integrate all kinds of devices and engineering data 
related to ERP to create sophisticated ARVR technology.

Lalit Yagnik
Executive Chairman – India , EON Reality 

A digital energy solutions company, spoke on providing predictive analytics 
services to utilities and re-generate through GRID Connect. Working in the 
areas of wind/solar power forecasting and scheduling, the company 
developed some very valuable skills like large scale data processing and 
analytics, machine learning algorithms for predictive analysis, building 
scalable architecture for large IT platforms. Mr Vishal said that in 3 years of 
development experience, the company worked on largescale solar and wind 
forecasting projects in India achieving 4.3% out of the 7% benchmark set by 
Indian government for wind and solar projects. Stating that apart from 
forecasting, the company is into production, dispatch and aggregation of 
energy, Mr Vishal pointed out that Karnataka is the leader to go for large 
scale wind and solar power forecasting amounting to pulling about 70 
million solar firms aggregating to 3000 megawatt capacity dispatched and 
making 60 divisions dealing with various operations adding 300 individual 
clients aggregating wind and solar energies. He said that the engagement 
with the entire ecosystem is relevant with applicability of IoT in connection 
to renewable energy producers, conventional power producers, data 
operators, transmission assets owners, distribution companies and 
consumers. He said that there are plenty of opportunities in renewable 
generation and conventional generation assets where combination of 
predictive analysis and IoT elements can be applied like optimizing capacity 
of renewable or solar firms using data. Role of IoT is in connecting sensors 
and devices to generation assets, consumer segments, transfer data and 
real-time cost optimization. In India the focus is utilizing data of transmission 
and distribution can be done with aggregated value of all components used 
in transmission and generation. Stating that availability of aggregated value 
and real-time data can help perform layer optimization which can help 
monetise data, Mr Vishal added that the consumer segment of B2B side 
involves monitoring performance and assets, controlling and home 
automation and a combination of all these be the game changer in the value 
chain.      

Vishal Pandya
Co-founder & Director, Reconnect Energy
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Hyperloop is an On-demand, packetized, direct to Destination, high speed, 
speed maglev; powered vacuum tube based public transit. India's first 
hyperloop corridor study was done between Navi Mumbai-Bangalore-
Chennai and 'The Orcapad' is India's first scalable hyperloop pod prototype.
Delivering a talk on the topic, Mr Sibesh Basu, shared his inputs on multi-
modal transit using Internet of Sound: Lessons from the Hyperloop. He said 
that Hyperloop's mission is to accelerate the advent of widespread shared 
mobility by making public transit a compelling experience end-to-end. While 
Hyperloop aims to address and solve the problems, Mr Sibesh said that the 
problems of building Hyperloop in India are absence of framework to engage 
public sector, no regulation for alternate tech, no successful worldwide track 
record, inflated expectations and media hype, untested value capture models 
and absence of multi-modal connectivity. Stating that the company aims to 
address these problems and find solutions, Mr Sibesh added that 
Hyperloop's taproute.io is the world's first on demand doorstep-to-doorstep 
public transport experience in a single tap and the company has started the 
project as pilot mode and aims to develop with advancement in IoT. 
Achieving widespread shared mobility important and a concept known as 
'Pincer attack master plan' can be used in this process. It includes Pickup 
mode, transit mode and drop off mode.

Sibesh Kar
Founder and Team Lead, Hyperloop

Hyperloop Multi-Modal Transit using Internet of
Sound; Lessons from the Hyperloop
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The session on Electropreneur Park (EP) was presented by Sanjeev Chopra, 
CEO, EP, Delhi. Electropreneur Park has been set-up at University of Delhi, 
South Campus to incubate 50 early stage start-ups and create atleast 5 
global companies over a period of 5 years. The initiative was taken by 
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY), managed by 
Software Technology Parks of India (STPI) and implemented by India 
Electronics and Semiconductor Association (IESA). The park will focus on IP 
creation and Product Development to result in increased domestic value 
addition and will witness a unique integration of academia, industry, 
government and other incubation eco-system elements. The platform will 
also encourage R&D, innovation, Entrepreneurship in the ESDM sector in 
India and provide assistance during prototyping, development and 
commercialization for the products, conceptualized at Electropreneur Park, 
produced through the scheme for India and other growth markets. 
Best-in-class facilities:The initiative will provide the selected entrepreneurs 
with state-of-art laboratories as per international standard, ESDM 
mentorship by industry veterans and academicians, efficient supply chain 
and an eco-system that will bring in a bouquet of shared services and 
facilities to the incubatees like Taxation, Legal, Finance, Accounting, Patent 
Search, Training, interns, business counselling, etc. EP will also provide 
access to funding agencies to facilitate seed funding for the promising 
ventures and ensure a smooth transition from an incubatee to a self-
sufficient electronics company. Provides mentors -strategic mentors for 
collaboration industry leaders for guidance master mentors who are also 
entrepreneurs Provides an incubator to provide support the journey into the 
market assistance - tools and support , exposure to seminars etc. Success 
stories are stemrobo (edu kits for schools) univlabs - med equipments , 
accessories for endoscopy iotomation - building automation EVI technologies 
-EV charging station starbru – defence resonant electronics - energy audit 
and control systems doorasta analytics - energy monitoring for microgrid AJ 
simply purify - air purifiers initiatives -Holds regular events for networking , 
pitching, sessions with industry experts, mentoring workshops tools - for 
financial planning , marketing , industry connect , legal connect , IP filing 
Program  - apply for incubation or virtual startup 12 months program with 
access to all the benefits.

Workshops 

Electropreneur Park
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Intel Analytics needs AI  Operative analytics - Insight from what happened 
from sensors - and why such events occurred forecasting prescriptive 
analysis – simulate cognitive analytics Evolution of computing mainframes  -  
servers  -  cloud  -- AI (autonomous diving , factories etc) AI is transformative 
consumer - smart assistants health - detection of disease finance - fraud etc. 
AI by design - Deep learning and beyond Evolution – research AI at any level. 
Intel NERVANA is Intel's new class of processors that is build ground up for AI 
by design Using Intel's products, Artificial intelligence can be deployed 
anywhere CLOUD Intel xenon , Intel FPGA , Intel nirvana. Performs floor 
segmentation for path planning currency detection for currency is any 
condition or form Uses google OCR for text and language detection Yolo and 
tiny for model platform - tensorflow and caffe2 alexnet trained data sets - 
from berkeley university - train with the set to get model file - use model files - 
delpoy on the device.

Julia Computing

The workshop gave insights on Julia - a fastest modern open-source 
language for data science, machine learning and scientific computing. JULIA 
Market adoption was founded in 2015 as a language with 1500+ registered 
packages & 1.2million downloads and 161% annual growth industries. 
International air collision detection systems run on Julia oil companies use 
Julia for market simulation and research IoT 3D printing Industry presence 
Used by companies such as intel , black rock , Aviva, GE. This software is also 
used by universities such as Stanford, MIT, Berkeley etc. The workshop gave 
lots of technical knowledge and was well attended.

Intel 
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I'd like to begin by thanking all our sponsors both from the government and 
private side as well as our partner and partner associations. I would also like 
to thank our media partners for being here in making this event a success. 
Thanks to all the dignitaries, speakers and audience who have made it here 
from different parts of India to take part in this event. We have about 600 
participants yesterday and almost that number today as well.I would also like 
to thank the entire team of TiE, lead by Mr. Tiwary as well as the entire team 
of IESA, lead by Dr. Sandeep Garg. Last, but not the least, I would like to thank 
our Chairman, Mr. Ashwini Aggarwal. Lot of people have contributed towards 
the success of this event, some of whom I've probably forgotten to name – 
thank you very much for your contribution. We wish to see this event growing 
year by year in bigger numbers.

Anilkumar Muniswamy
Vice Chairman, IESA

Vote of Thanks
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“The Indian government has already been active in making the 
nation more digitally enabled with its laudable initiatives such as 
Digital India, Smart City etc. By welcoming automated technologies 
such as artificial intelligence, this effort is further boosting their 
vision of a 'Digital India'. We are proud that India is moving the ante 
towards innovation and we are happy to contribute and support IoT 
entrepreneurs and further strengthen the ecosystem.”
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Ravi Gururaj
President, TiE Bangalore
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“The Leaders' Speak on IoTNext 2017"

Dr Sandeep Garg
Ph.D, President IESA

The Indian Industries across verticals have reached new heights 
when it comes to the acceptance and adaptation to the latest 
technological developments. With automation revolutionising the 
entire ecosystem and evolving the most basic functionalities, it is 
imperative to have industry stakeholders who are abreast with the 
situation and are transforming their strategy and approach to meet 
the industry requirements. IoT solutions should be looked to bridge 
the gap between the solution provider and end user to improve 
efficiency. We would like to congratulate all the proud winners of 
IoTNext Awards and encourage others to keep up with the 
momentum and keep innovating.

Ashwini K Aggarwal
Chairman, IESA

We are encouraged by the success of the previous editions in 
bringing together the industry stakeholders. The start-up ecosystem 
in India has already reached great heights and with the support of 
emerging technologies such as artificial intelligence, machine 
learning and analytics the growth in this space has been 
exponential. Last year, we had about 500 start-ups listed in our 
directory and now the number has reached to 1000 start-ups in the 
IoT field, in just one year. IESA Innovation Initiative – leveraging 
Industry CSR and Best-in-class models from the world – is looking at 
direct industry intervention at academia-incubator-startup level to 
enable the Indian IoT hardware ecosystem. We would like to take 
this to at least another 100 percent growth that it is currently 
witnessing.
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Exhibitors At IoTNext 2017

Company Name

1) Audicor Cardiometrics Pvt Ltd
2) Avench Systems Pvt Ltd

5) Brisa Technologies Pvt.Ltd.
6) Chikitsak Lifesciences Pvt Ltd

8) Crevavi Technologies Private Limited
9) Divine Design Factory

11) EFY Group

13) Eoxys Systems India Pvt Ltd
14) Esaver Technologies Solutions Pvt. Ltd
15) ESSCI
16) FTD Infocom  Pvt Ltd
17) IKP Knowledge Park

19) Invento Robotics
20) Inventrom Pvt. Ltd
21) IoTian Technologies Pvt Ltd
22) IPExcel Services Pvt. Ltd
23) iSenses Incorporation Private Limited
24) Linkeddots Engineering Solutions Pvt Ltd
25) Mathworks India Pvt Ltd

27) MyLnk / Nfaktor Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
28) Nemocare Wellness Pvt Ltd
29) Niramai Health Analytix Pvt Ltd
30) Ocelli Systems Private Limited

32) RDL Technologies Pvt Ltd

34) Sascan Meditech Pvt Ltd
35) Sandisk/Western Digital
36) ScienceAdda Learning Innovations Pvt Ltd
37) Skylark Drones  Pvt Ltd

39) Technosphere
40) Unizen Technologies Pvt Ltd
41) Valida Testing Solutions Pvt Ltd
42) VigyanLabs Innovations Pvt Ltd 

Website

https://www.audicorcardiometrics.net/

www.avench.com

http://www.brisa-tech.com
http://www.chikitsak.in/

www.crevavi.com
www.divinethefactory.com

www.efy.in

www.eoxys.com
www.worldofarya.net
http://essc-india.org/
www.ftdinfocom.com
www.ikpknowledgepark.com/

http://mitrarobot.com
www.inventrom.com/
www.iotiantech.com

www.linkeddots.com
https://in.mathworks.com/

nemocare.in/
http://niramai.com/
https://www.ocellisystems.com/

www.researchdesignlab.com

http://www.sascan.in/

www.sandisk.com
www.scienceadda.com
https://www.skylarkdrones.com/

www.technosphere.io
www.unizentechnologies.com
www.validatesting.com
http://vigyanlabs.com/

www.ipexcel.com
http://isenses.in/

https://www.mylnk.in
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3) Bharati Robotics Systems (India) Pvt Ltd http://www.brsindia.com/
4) Bolt IoT. www.boltiot.com

7) Computers for you https://www.computers4u.ie/

10) Eduqurious eduqurious.com/

12) e-Infochips https://www.einfochips.com/

18) Intel www.intel.com

26) Microsemi India Pvt. Ltd. www.microsemi.com

31) Orxa Energies Pvt Ltd http://orxaenergies.com/

33) Reconnect Energy http://www.reconnectenergy.com/

38) Sun Mobility http://www.sunmobility.co.in/

43) VLSI/ ESDM Incubation Center (NETRA)
44) Wispero Networks India http://wispero.com/
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Media Coverage
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